GRADUATE ARCHAEOLOGY AT OXFORD

GRADUATE SKILLS SEMINARS

(https://bit.ly/3d1PR0S)

MICHAELMAS TERM 2020

Theme: ‘Getting started in Archaeology at Oxford’

The graduate skills seminars organised by the GAO are brief introductions to practical topics that aim to give students supplemental skills to enable them to be more versatile in the field and in their future careers.

All graduate students are welcome to attend.

Seminars are held weekly on Wednesdays at 2pm

All seminars for this term will take place on-line using Microsoft Teams.

Week 1 (14th October 2020): Researching Online: Some Tricks of the Trade
Peter Stewart (Classics & Wolfson)

Week 2 (21st October 2020): Progressing in Archaeology: Academia and the Commercial World
Peter Stewart (Classics & Wolfson) and Ine Jacobs (Classics & Université)
with Lottie Molloy (Cotswold Archaeology)

Week 3 (28th October 2020): Making the Most of Journal Articles
Anna Blomley (Classics & New College)
Note: change in time—this seminar will start at 4pm

Week 4 (4th November 2020): How to Write your First Research Paper
Dominik Maschek (Classics & Wolfson) and Victoria Smith (Archaeology (RLAHA) & St Antony’s)

Week 5 (11th November 2020): How to ‘Conference’ in the Archaeological World
Emanuele Prezioso (Archaeology & Keble) and Christopher J. Lyes (Archaeology & Jesus)

Week 6 (18th November 2020): GIS in Archaeology
Chris Green (Archaeology) & Pieter Houten (Classics (CSAD) & University of Nottingham)

Gonzalo Linares Matás (Archaeology & St Hugh’s)

Christopher J. Lyes (Archaeology & Jesus)

Convener: Christopher J. Lyes (Skills Seminar Coordinator for GAO)
christopher.lyes@jesus.ox.ac.uk